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On the way to fully automated driving, current maps and
highly precise map updates play an important role. 		
One of several sources for this is the onboard vehicle
sensors. The aggregation and preparation of their
data is performed using big-data methods. 				
Remote diagnostics are a promising application
field for cloud-based analysis. Architecture and
algorithms must be adapted to the special
requirements of the automotive market.
The latest route changes, obstructions or weather influences are only some examples of time-critical information
that has to be quickly updated in the highly-precise map material, to which fully and partially automated driving
functions have access. The most common and powerful sensors for the acquisition of such information, are
located in the vehicles themselves. The Sensor Cloud, developed by Elektrobit, is based on this consideration: Each
vehicle reports certain observations to the Cloud, such as traffic signs and traffic lights detected by the camera.
Parameters ranging from the course and condition of the road, for example, curve radii, hills or slopes, are also sent
to the Cloud. The same happens with the measurements of outside temperatures, rain sensors and related values.
Here is where the data, supplied by many vehicles, is aggregated, filtered and analyzed. The result of this process is
then sent back at various time intervals to all interconnected vehicles, depending on the circumstances, in order to
supplement the map material provided on board. The timeframe ranges from only a few minutes to several weeks.
One part of the data processing and analysis is already done locally aboard the vehicles. It would, for example, be
impractical to send the raw data from a stereo camera to the Cloud, as the data volume would be much too large.
In fact, the onboard systems already carry out some preprocessing procedures to derive the required parameters
from the camera image, for example, traffic signs detected, road features, course of the lane and so on. They are
then passed on in suitable formats for later processing.

Sensor-Cloud-Loop: Vehicle sensor data that have been analyzed and processed
in the Cloud optimize the map data.
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Processing the data in the Cloud
In the back end, the data must then be prepared and processed for the next steps. One important point here is
the anonymization that is performed by separating all personal information from the pure sensor data. This is a
mandatory prerequisite for end customers' acceptance. In the ªConnected Car Consumer Surveyº carried out by
McKinsey in 2014, 51 percent of the respondents in Germany and 45 percent of the US survey participants had
reservations about interconnected vehicles, because they were concerned about the protection of their privacy.
In order to address these reservations, data protection and security have to be taken into consideration already
in the designing of the systems' architecture. This is why only anonymized data is used for the validation and
expansion of high-resolution maps.
The next step for the processing in the Cloud is the validation of the sensor data. This is where error identifiers
are to be filtered out from the data pool. For this purpose, an algorithm performs statistical plausibility checks.
Individually detected erroneous values can be filtered out by comparing them with the correct values majority,
for example, when one traffic sign is reported with several different speed limits by several different vehicles.
Moreover, there are other options for the plausibility check. Regarding speed limits, for example, the speed the
vehicle was traveling at the time of detecting the sign, and/or a comparison with the road classification as part
of the ªmappingº is another important indicator. In other words, assigning the acquired data and their geographic
position to road segments to the appropriate map is necessary.
For processing in the Cloud, the data reported by the vehicle sensors is initially filed in a ªMessage Queueº and
is then entered into a data pool. If the objective is to enhance as well as update already existing road maps, the
changes and supplements are performed by batch functions, in order to be included in the next map update.
However, for information about hazardous areas, accidents, disturbances caused by weather and similar timecritical events, the analysis architecture also has to provide a quicker route. For this purpose, the contents from
the message queue are fed in parallel for real-time processing. After appropriate evaluation, the queue provides
a real-time view of relevant occurrences that are then included in the prompt transmission of respective map
updates. In this context, Elektrobit focuses particularly on the NDS (Navigation Data Standard) data format which,
over the last several years, has been customized through respective enhancements for applications, such as driver
assistance systems (ªADAS layerº) and automated driving (ªAutodrive layerº). NDS offers several advantages:
incremental updates of the map contents with little data volume can be transferred to the vehicle. Moreover, the
standard facilitates software development because standardized program modules can be used for accessing the
map database.
When filtering errors, false detections and also faults in the system itself, which occur as a result of a certain
algorithm or a certain analysis method, have to be considered. They are more difficult to detect than statistical
errors that occur. When errors are detected in the system by local preprocessing on board the vehicles, a heterogeneous vehicle fleet can contribute to compensating for them Ð not all vehicles will then make the same errors.
Furthermore, plausibility checks can also be used here, for example, for filtering out errors by comparing other
sensor or positioning information.
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Requirements on the cloud architecture

Big-Data–Architecture by Elektrobit

The Sensor Cloud and other cloud-based solutions are designed for global use and after launch by an OEM, for
example, have to be capable of processing the increasing data volumes of a rapidly increasing vehicle fleet. This
is why an important requirement for architecture and analysis methods is that they can be easily horizontally
scaled and processed on distributed computer clusters. The processing time must not increase depending on data
volume. The big-data frameworks fulfill these targets very convincingly, such as Apache Hadoop.
In terms of architecture, the Sensor Cloud introduced is based on so-called ªStateless RESTful Micro Servicesº: the
application is designed as an interaction of small individual services that each run as independent processes and
which communicate with each other, as well as with other resources through standard methods, such as HTTPS.
This guarantees efficient data exchange with the smallest possible overhead and high reliability, as well as simple
scalability.
When selecting a suitable cloud platform, Elektrobit decided on Amazon Web Services. Since it is not our goal to
operate our own data center, this ªInfrastructure-as-a-Serviceº (IaaS) solution provides the necessary prerequisite
for us to concentrate entirely on the development and operation of our solutions. The Amazon platform fulfills all
required properties: It is available world-wide, guarantees a high degree of data protection and security, as well
as high reliability and availability because of the redundant design of all components. It furthermore permits fast
and reliable scalability, since new server instances for computing and storage can be booked and provided, ready
for use within a few minutes. In terms of economics, this ªelastic cloud computingº has the advantage that only
the capacities actually used have to be purchased. Powerful monitoring and alarm functions provide an overview
of capacity, operating state and stability at any time. Comprehensive protocol functions facilitate documentation,
as well as error detection and repair when required. This platform also comprehensively supports test and
development work, so that continuous function enhancements, further developments and improvements on 		
all levels can be realized.
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Continuous monitoring of cloud operations, to recognize deviations
of the standard state and performance shortages

Remote diagnostics as a powerful development tool
Updating and enhancing highly-accurate map data is only one of several examples of how useful big data methods
can be when handling tasks in the automotive field. Another application field is in the area of remote diagnostics.
In modern vehicles, already many functions are implemented that allow error detection and the monitoring of
operating modes through an internet connection while driving. Control devices store messages in respective error
memories that can be read online, if required. The primary applications of these functions are, for example, in the
individual planning of maintenance intervals, supporting error searches, the communication between the driver
and the car manufacturer or his garage, as well as the preparation of repair appointments. When using this feature, the spare parts required for a repair can be ordered in advance, if needed. In many cases, software updates
for mapping data, head units and control devices no longer require time in the garage Ð they can be conveniently
carried out ªover the airº.
However, the infrastructure used for this offers OEMs many more options beyond individual services for the individual vehicles. Thus, the combination of remote diagnostics and big-data methods can also contribute to product
improvements and optimization, as well as, where required, the detection and removal of serial faults. Predictions
regarding, for example, the life of parts, the development of battery charging capacities or the reaction of vehicle
components to environmental or weather influences are also made possible.
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Requirements on the cloud architecture

Recognition of deviations through histogram classifications

And finally, such analysis can also support further product development.
Such applications benefit from the fact that the measured values and observations can be evaluated from a great
number of vehicles in daily, practical use with the help of Big Data Analytics. Some practical examples illustrate
the options:
If, for example, the onboard electronics detect a voltage shortage, it is possible to analyze which constellation
of functions or operating states has caused this problem. This way the frequency with which certain vehicle
functions are used by the driver can also be monitored. This makes it possible to optimize offers and components
in development, while taking costs and relevant aspects into consideration. The remote diagnostics and A/B tests
furthermore allow the determination of optimized parameters for the development of software and system 		
development. Feedback of the actual driving state and route conditions from daily use can, for example, 		
be entered in the programming and design of an adaptive damper control.
For the respective evaluations, big-data methods such as machine learning and other processes for classifying
data or the determination of correlations are used. The remote diagnostic infrastructure even allows the OEMs
to assign various parts from their vehicle fleet for specific analysis. The on-board systems are then assigned
accordingly to acquire certain values and, if required, have them prepared by preprocessing and provide them for
analysis in the Cloud. Of course, in this case, the anonymity of the drivers and/or the protection of their personal
data also has to be guaranteed by the architecture of the system.
Given these conditions, as shown by the examples listed, the combination of Remote Diagnostics and Big Data
Analytics offers OEMs almost unlimited potential for improvement, optimization and further development of their
products.
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